WE ARE THE
ROOTS OF CHANGE
NEW GENERATION
Listen to our voice
Our issues can’t be put on hold until we’re adults
Change our future for a better love because this? is it.
WE NEED TO FIGHT
THE ultimate battle
now
Raising animals to eat produces more greenhouse gasses than all of the carbon dioxide excreted by automobiles, boats, planes, and trains in the world combined.
CONSERVE diversity

a step in right direction

Don't be the threat to the environment!

TAKE MAKE THE world No1'

YES

CHANGE YOUR FUTURE

ONCE IN A LIFETIME

RECYCLE
TAKE THE PORTLAND PATH LESS TRAVELLED.

Teen takeover

OUR

YOU. THE POWER.
Current Affairs

Flooding

more plastic than fish

Acidification

coral bleach
Happiness

Time

Stick it in a soup
YES
CAN
make the change
and change the world
Take control

save trees

wasteland to Jungle
I will build a country that works for everyone.

How Pokémon Go is helping players to tackle anxiety. Gamers say the new app is easing their loneliness and boosting their self-esteem. By Kashmiri Gander

Eco-friendly cars
A generation of London teens are doing amazing things. The Time Out Teen Panel meet some of them. Portraits Ed Miles
TO MAKE OUR VOICES HEARD

WE MUST FIGHT

TO WIN THE BATTLE OF CLIMATE CHANGE